
CONES
(4 Cones In Rectangle) Still part of TCB.

OBJECTIVE: This is used to understand body position in running routes and to run with
the football after the catch.

A.
B.
C.
D.

TCB

Exploding to the cone under control sinking hips.
Shoulders over feet, head up not leaning back.
Plant foot in front, pivoting and exploding to the next cone.
After second cone, the ball is thrown; come back to the ball; catch the ball
properly, tucking it away. Accelerate out of the rectangle. (The inside part of
the cones.)

OBJECTIVE:
1. Talk about it on and of the field (How to carry ball)
2. Correct it immediately on field.
3. Do not switch ball in open field.
4. Squeeze the ball past LB'er level with both arms.
5. Emphasize carrying the ball in arm to the side your on.

Example: (Left side - Left arm)
Don't over coach if it doesn't happen.

A. POCKET DRILL (Proper technique of forming the pocket)

1. Players form 2 lines 5 yards apart with the first player in each line facing
one another.

2. On the coach's command the player with the football runs towards the
first player hi the other line and softly hands of to him.

3. Player who receives the hand-off has the right arm up forming the pocket
and remains stationary until the all is in the pocket.

4. The player upon receiving the ball duplicates the action to the next player
opposite of him, right down the line.

5. After each player forms the pocket to the right, switch to the left arm.
Emphasis: Thumb down - which rotates the palm out on the upper arm. The
bottom hand is dropped to waist level with palm up.

B. ROCK THE BABY

(Emphasizing Squeezing the ball, carrying it properly, while working the arm sin
a running fashion, standing in place.)


